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 In a fictionalized recounting of the events of the real life murders of rap god , the three rappers, who are survivors of the
Boston MC bomber attacks, ambush members of the mob who are planning to harm a young rap star. But when they mistake the
leprechaun for the real , the terrible mistake results in hundreds of  being dead, leading to the deaths of the leprechaun and the

real , and the incarceration of the rappers. And tha , after leaving tha ;to protect the real , takes a hard stance against the rappers
and their henchmen . Filming For the 2012 release of , films were taken over three nights in , and in May 2012 the first trailer

was released to the public. The film was shot in , The Bronx, Brooklyn, and Maspeth , Queens, New York. The film was
released on January 14, 2012 in . Reception ,, , and  received mixed to negative reviews from critics, but the black comedy  was

praised for its social satire and performances. The soundtrack of , featuring songs by Nas, Jay-Z, Soulja Boy, among others,
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received positive reviews. Home media , , and  were released on DVD and Blu-ray on January 8, 2013. Critical reception ,, and
received mixed to negative reviews from critics, with most critics praising the black comedy aspects of the film. The comedy's
social satire was praised by, among others,  and . The score by , who had previously worked on  and , received positive reviews

from critics. The soundtrack of , featuring songs by Nas, Jay-Z, Soulja Boy, among others, was also praised. The narrative
structure of , which centers around three black men and a leprechaun, was also praised. Accolades See also List of black films
of the 2010s References Category:2010s black comedy films Category:2010s comedy horror films Category:American black

comedy films Category:American comedy horror films Category:American independent films Category:American films
Category:Films about the Boston Marathon bombing Category:Films about rappers Category:Films about psychopaths

Category:Films set in the 2010s Category:Films set in Boston Category:Films 82157476af
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